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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introductions:Heidi = Digital Initiatives Librarian/Associate Professor, work primarily with Institutional Repository, Digital Collection, part of the University Archives, wear many hats – CD, JRC, Ref, OER, OA, Scholarly Communication, Lawyer, Publisher, and Liaison to Engineering programs (AMET, ECET, IE, ME&CIVE) and Construction Management programsBecky = Dr. Rebecca Bates is a Professor, Distinguished Faculty Scholar, Chair in the Department of Integrated Engineering at Minnesota State University, Mankato where she directs three upper-division, project-based learning engineering programs, Iron Range Engineering & Twin Cities Engineering and the new IRE Bell Program.  Dr. Bates expresses her regrets in not being able to be with us all today.  She would have loved to have been here, but she is being inducted as an ASEE Fellow at this time.�Rob = Dr. Rob Sleezer earned his PhD in Microelectronics-Photonics from the University of Arkansas. He attended Oklahoma State University where he graduated with a BS in Computer Science and an MS and BS in Electrical Engineering. He is currently a faculty member at Twin Cities Engineering which is in the department of Integrated Engineering at Minnesota State University, Mankato.



A new librarian assigned to support 
project-based engineering programs 
provided an interesting case for study.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Integrated Engineering = PBL, 3 programs: Iron Range (January 2010, Virginia, MN), Twin Cities (2013/2014, Normandale Community College, Bloomington, MN), Bell Engineering (August 2019, Virginia, MN and industries in 8 states)Library = Mission is to empower our Campus and Community to learn, create, and disseminate knowledge through quality services and access to information.  In 2013, I joined MSU as the Digital Initiatives Librarian and was assigned as library liaison to bridge library services with academic programs – in this case to the integrated engineering programs (IRE, TCE, and later Bell)Library had no real plans, details on how to be a liaison, basically seen as a bridge to the departmentsBut did not choose the departments (was “assigned”)but I had no engineering background and just a little science background.  I was a historian.  After my first session with IRE, I felt like my hair was on fire and I would preface interactions with But I’m not an engineer…Winston’s 2000 study – 63.3% of librarians had coursework in science/engineering (only 3.3% major) Mentors?  Not really, current liaison was mainly focused on access to resources, troubleshooting not really looking at direct support for students in their project-based work or accessing materials that were not necessarily part of course topics.  

https://cset.mnsu.edu/departments/integrated-engineering/
https://cset.mnsu.edu/departments/integrated-engineering/iron-range-engineering/
https://cset.mnsu.edu/departments/integrated-engineering/twin-cities-engineering/
https://cset.mnsu.edu/departments/integrated-engineering/bell-engineering/


Standard library interventions 
had nominal impact.

Too much 
information; I can 
just use Google; Why 
are you showing me 
this when it doesn’t 
relate to my topic?  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My approach to my interactions was based on the traditional lecture – 1 ½ or 1 hour lecture.  This gave the students a basic foundation but seemed to have minimal impact.  I had very few interactions that first year.  I was new to the university, I am not an instruction librarian, and was struggling to balance my workload in that I did not think beyond preparing like I had done in the past.   I am an “old” librarian, stuck in my ways, with lots of opinions about the library field and library research in general (just ask me later).  Overloaded and not looking for professional development.  More concerned with doing what I could and not transforming how I did things.  Should have paid attention to literature – ALA’s newest book on Approaches to Liaison Librarianship (now in use by our library for defining our roles as liaisons), Competency Standards for Information Literacy and ones specifically for Science and Engineering Technology.  Drexel case = online tutorials for basic skills with face to face consultation between design teams and librarians (2007)Texas A&M = embedded librarians into student teams/customized instruction for upper division students (2018)To make matters worse, I gave out a 4-page handout that had everything including the kitchen sink followed with a very wordy, subject based LibGuide because that was what worked in the past.  Students said that I was providing them with too much information at once, that Google had everything they wanted, and were irritated that what I was lecturing about did not always apply to them or their topics.  Obviously, something needed to change…  



Working with faculty to impose a 
librarian on project teams 
increased engagement over the 
long term.
Hey Heidi!  I am doing a new project and I need a copy of AS9100 and I cannot 
seem to find it! Is there any way you could help me to find this?

Hi Heidi! It was a pleasure meeting you yesterday. Can you help us 
find this: J. S. Allen and Bruno Rossi, MDDC 448.  

Hi Heidi! First of all, I was so disappointed to find out that you are not coming here 
to TCE this fall! Bummer! I look forward to your visit in the Spring! I need help with 
our semester project. We found that there are ASTM standards for this, however, 
we don't wish to pay the $60 dollars. Is there any way you can get these?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2014, working with Rob and TCE, set up required in-person Team meeting or individual meetings with students to learn about their projects.  Then, I would go back to Mankato and follow up with each Team or individual = email full of suggestions for places to look for information (library and non-library such as patents and MSDS, tech reports).This had more impact that a traditional lecture as I established a connection – I became a real person who could help them and not just someone from Mankato.  This is not earthshaking = confirmation/affirmation of the literature but it was a game changer for me and my roles.  I had a better understanding of how things worked, I was able to transform myself (more on the next slide).  Here are a few examples of interactions with students following an in-person visit.   I became the person they would contact for help finding things when they couldn’t locate them or if they were starting a new project.  Fun fact = the J.S. Allen and Bruno Rossi, MDDC 448 was a fun challenge to find = it is a declassified document from the US Atomic Energy Commission from 1944 titled Time of collection of electrons in ionization chambers.  



Everybody in the process grew 
because of the interactions.
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Time passed = all grew through the process.Students = Went from starting with fast facts that they could quickly find in Google to starting with talking to me, to using library resources first (esp. ScienceDirect or IEEE Xplore) or other resources (patents, technical reports, good online sources) along with Google Scholar and Google.  They learned how to think critically about resources = not just taking the first thing they found.  Did multiple searches across wealth of sources.  Foundation now in Information Literacy and Student Learning Outcomes which I try to incorporate into my sessions.  My growth from saying But I’m not an engineer came as I grew in my role as library liaison.  I learned from the students and faculty about engineering and what they needed.  I changed my lectures to be more focused, my handouts became more specific = now base on the 4 common questions and their answers (things they really need to know to find information), LibGuides are based on program and very focused/more uniform, shorter, more directed (along with recent changes to make our LibGuides based on evidence based best practices and best practices in useability and accessibility).  I know what I am doing now.  I am not a perfect librarian, but I can do this.  I know where to look for information.  I know how I can help now.  So what if I am not a Professional Engineer, I am the library liaison to the engineering program – I now ask how I can help (nod to the TV show New Amsterdam) – what can I do to help the student?  Lessons learned = who case if you are not a PE – the students don’t (in fact they like “teaching” me), students needed a connection/someone to help them; journey has made me more aware of the literature (still no convinced that I will read it), importance of constant dialog with faculty and students (I probably drive them nuts), able to try and fail (failure is not fatal and success is not final, it is the courage to continue that counts).  



We are engineering new opportunities 
for us to work collaboratively.  
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Are we done?  Did we solve anything?  Never finished.  Many changes since the time we worked on this paper and if I could I would completely rewrite it.  Ended up with = New opportunities to build stronger collaboration between the library and engineering programsImage = three-legged stool = Integrated Engineering has an intentional program framework that combines a core of critical thinking, creativity and design with developing professional and communication skills and technical skills and librarians can play a role in this framework.  We can work together to help students evaluate information and develop critical thinking skills through information literacy and the library’s student learning outcomes.  We can be a human resource for the students in developing professional skills.  And we can help students develop technical skills like accessing information, navigating information resources (library and non-library) and again help with critical thinking skills.  Have a blank slate for designing new partnerships – like MinnPoly which will launch this fall, strengthening ties to ABET accreditation (not much there beyond being an adequate resource) but ways in which we can support accreditation (capstones in Cornerstone or the JR process) and library program review/strategic plan in a new era (new President, new Provost, new Dean), DEI initiatives, Assessment, Videos, online tutorials, lots to do!More to be explored = connections of projects to industry, work with students across the years not just 3rd and 4th year, work with faculty to support development of OER or working together to find new innovative ways of teaching and learning that we haven’t yet even imagined.   Challenges exist – time, budgets, changes, being short librarians again = hair is still smoldering but support from wonderful faculty, staff, and students in the IE department has suppressed the fire and given me a huge opportunity to find ways to support student success.  



Thank you!
•Heidi Southworth

heidi.southworth@mnsu.edu

•Dr. Rebecca A. Bates
rebecca.bates@mnsu.edu

•Dr. Robert Sleezer 
robert.sleezer@mnsu.edu
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